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i FOREWORDThis evaluation program was conducted in the performance of Contract NAS 3-7621,
l "Joining of Refractory!Austenitic Bimetal Tubing" for the NASA-Lewis Research Center. The
evaluation is in support of the SNAP-8 turboelectric power system being developed for NASA
j by Aerojet General Corporation. The author wishes to acknowledge the realistic and practical !position taken by the NASA technical project manager, P. Stone, in guiding the fabrication
| and evaluation program.
The author gratefully acknowledges those whose guidance and assistance _reatly con- JI
' tributed to the successful conduct of this investigation. They include personnel of the
Westinghouse Astronuclear Laboratory: for th_ initial program concept and process consulting
i throughout the program, G. G. Lessmann; for the precision electron beam and chamber gas
tungsten arc welding, E. Urbas and R. Sprecace; for the construction and operation ofspecialized
thermal cycling and pressure testing apparatus, E. Vandergrift and J. Lesczynski_ and for
metallographic work, K. Galbraith. Also included are personnel of Westinghouse Headquarters
i Manufacturing Laboratory: for gas tungsten arc butt joint development, F. V. Morely, Jr.;
and for plasma arc welding, L. Manno and E. Pigan.
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ABSTRACT
Jo;ning techniques were developed for bimetal tubing intended for applications
involving high temperature liquid metal containment. Three basic configurations, the butt
joint, tee joint, and tube-to-header joint were produced in quantity and evaluated in terms
of performance and easeof fabrication.
The joints are designed to be leak tight at 1350° Fand compatible with liquid
metals, both at the inner refractory metal liner and at the exterior stainless steel joint.
Weldin.q most readily satisfies these requirements and, because it is more universally ap-
plicable than other methods, wasselected as the processfor this evaluation. Gas tungsten
arc, including preplaced filler and wire feed modifications, plasma arc overlay, and electron
beamwelding processeswere evaluated. Electron beamwelds were made in a 10-5 torr
vacuum using a high voltage, 150 KV, electron beamgun. Tungstenarc welding of the
contamination-sensitive columbium wasaccomplished in a high purity inert gas chamber
which was continually monitored for impurities. Total active impurity levels of 1 ppm were
measuredin the backfilled chamber. Tubing sizesof 0.800 inch OD and 0.510 inch OD
were evaluated. In both sizes the 0.055 inch wall was composedof a 0.035 inch outer
layer of 316 stainless steel and o 0.020 inch inner layer of unalloyed columbium.
Succe'ssfuljoint designswere developed for the three primary joint configurations.
Thedurability of a bimetal joint under severe thermal cycling conditions was determined.
Twosamplesof each joint design were rapidly cycled 20 times from 1350° F to 600° F inanon-
contaminating environment. The structural integrity and bond interface condition was
determined after thermal cycling. Data arealso presentedonthe strength and efficiency of
the butt joint at room temperature and 1350° F. Internal pressure-creeprupture data were
obtained for welded and unwelded tubing at 1350° F,for test times up to 1000 hours. Complete t
metallographic studies of the weld metal and bimetal interface are presented, including micro- j{
hardnessand electron microprobesurveysof weld induceddiffusion zones. Sufficient samplesof !
each joint design were fabricated and evaluated to obtain a valid outline of the process
capability. !
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There has been an k,,:reasi_g useof bimeta!lic construction, both to satisfy the
demandsof economy, where a protective clad is usedo,'er an inexpensive backing material,
and for performance, where a particulc r combination of properties are required of a _naterial.
The tubing used in this fabrication evaluation is a 316 stainlesssteel-columbium combine.tion
designed for the SNAP-8 nuclearturbo-el¢ctric power system. The bimetal tubing is to serve
as mercury boiler tubes, an application involving boil'ing mercury on the tube interior and
1350° F NaK on the tubing exterior. Initial data indicate the 316 stainless-clad columbium
tubing provides a strong, corrosion resistant container with good heat transfer preoertles. A
view of the SNAP-8 boiler is shown in Figure 1.
The application Of bimetal tubing in operating systemsrequires adequate fabrication
techniques : i _- the,nc,uulng basic plumbing configurations such as butt joints, tee joints, and
tube-to-header joints. To satisfy this need a NASA-sponsored program, "Joining Refractory,/
Austenitlc BimetaJTubing", (Contract NAS 3-7621) was undertaken by the Westinghouse
Asfronuclear Laboratory.
Acceptable ioints mustbe leak tight at 1350°F and compatible with liquid metals,
both at the inner refractory metal liner, and in mostapplications, at the exterior stainless
steel joint. Welding most readily satisfies these requirementsand, because it is more uni-
versal!y applicable than other methods, wasselected as the processfor this e',aluation. As
a further practical concession, the basic philosophy used in evaluating the various welding
techniques was to maintain a high degree of field welding capability in at least one joint
configuration. In view of this criterion, gas tungsten arc welding of the tube-to-tube butt
joint wasfavored since final assemblyweldsin large apparatuscan mosteasily be madeby $0clamp-on rc we]ders.
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, Becauseof the sensitivity of refractory metals to intersf'itial contamination resulting
in degradation of mechanical properties, great care was taken during evaluation and welding
to avoid contamination. Electron beam welding of _he refrcctory metal components wasclone
at pressuresof 10-5 torr. Gas tungsten arc welding, including wire feed and preplaced filler
wasaccomplished in a vacuun_purged welding chamber_ _ ultra-high purity helium atmos-
phere. The backfiiled chamber wa_ continually monitored for oxygen and water vapor while
welding the contamination-prone refractory metal, Total active impurity levels of 1 ppm
were measuredupon backfilling,and welding wasdiscontinued at concentrations above 5 ppm
oxygen or water vapor.
The weld evaluation program included rapid thermal cycling from 1350° F to 600° F
using vacuum induction heating and a high purity helium gasquench, internal pressurec_eeo
testing for up to 1000 hours at 1350° F wasdone in a 10-6 torr vacuum using high pressure
helium gas. Painstaking joint preparation procedureswere usedto prevent debonding of the
bimetal tubing and weld induced alloying of the stainlesssteel and refractory metal. Special
pickling techniques were developed te identify and remove trQcesof stainless steel from the
refractory metc_ joint.
Tubing sizesof 0.800 inch OD and 0.510 OD were evaluated. In both sizes the
0.055 inch wall was composedof a 0.035 inch oute,_layer of 316 stainless steel and a
0.020 inch inner layer of unalloyed columblum. Three bosic joint configurations, the butt
joint, the tee joint, and the tube-_'o_header joint were evaluated. Generally, several
acceptable designsof each joint configuration were made and a referer_cedesign and welding
processwas chosen considering both overall performance_ e_seof fabrication, and the type
of welding processmost adaptable to the particular joint assembJv. Ten samplesof each ref-
erence design weld joint were made and thoroughly evaluated.
" i
I
i
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A. PROGRAMOUTLINE
The initial phaseof the program was to evaluate the several possible variations of
each joint design. Alternate designswere fabricated, sectioned, and after thorough con-
sideration of several factors such as joint quality, easeof fabrication, and the complexity
of the welding equipment required, a reference design was chosen for each basic weld joint.
In all cases, several successful designs were developed, and the final choice was the welding
processthat could be best accommodated in the fabrication of a complete engineering system.
The second phaseof the program involved the fabrication of 10 samplesof each
joint der,ign using the selected reference process, and subsequently evaluating the samples.
All specimensduring and after fabrication were subjected to visual, helium leak check, dye
penetrant, radiography, and ultrasonic inspections to guarantee 10 acceptable specimens.
When necessary, sparesampleswere processedto provide the necessarynumber of specimens. _
The data obtained in processinga significant numberof samplesprovided a fairly realistic
appraisal of the processcapability of the various, joint designs.
Following the fabrication of 10 acceptable samptesof each joint design, the eval-
uation programoutlined in Figure 2 was followed.
The evaluation for all of the joint designs was basedon an observation of the effect
of thermal cycling on the weld joint mechanical strength and bimetal interface. The speci-
menswere thermal cycled 20 times from 1350° F to 600° F, (a typicaE temperature trace _s
shown in Figure 3_,destructively tested, and metailographically sectioned. The
details of the destructive tests are shown in Figure 4 and consist of crush and tensile tests.
The butt joints were subjected to additional tensile tests and internal pressuretests.
The data presentation is divided into three sections corresponding to the basic
joint designs. Figure 4 shows examples of the three configurations_ the butt joint, the tee •
joint, and the tube-to-header joint.
2-1
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A BUTTJOINT _ CRUSH TEST
TUBETO HEADERJOINT TENSILE TEST ;
_'_r_
C TEEJOINT CRUSH TEST
!!L
_ ,
611383-7B l!
Figure4. Destructive TestsUsedfor Weld Joints 1
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B. BIMETALTUBING
The co-extruded, co-drawn bimetal tubing used "= this programwassupplied by
NASA. The material was fabricated in June 1964 by Nuclear Metals Inc. for _he Aerojet
General Corporation. Two bosic sizes werefabricated, approximately 40 feet of 0.800 inch OD
and 180 feet of 0.510 inch OD tubing. The tubing wasproduced by cold drawing a co-
extruded tube blank to final size.
Typical photomicrographsof the two tubing sizes are shown in Figures5 and 6. The
higher magnification photographs in Figure 6 show the diffusion zone at the bimetal inter-
face to be lessthan 0.0001 inch in width for the large diameter tubing, and lessthan
0.00005 inch in width for the small diameter tubing. The small diameter tubing interface
is muchmoredistorted, presumably as a result of the increasednumber :'f drawing operations.
The complete fabrication history is not available, but the tubing was stressrelieved at various
stepsin the drawing operation. The as-received hardnessof the bimetal tubing is shown in
Figure 7. Forthe evaluation programAstronuclear Laboratory received one 20-foot length of
larger diameter tubing and two 20 foot lengths of small diameter tubing. The length of large
diameter tubing wasabout 40-50 percent bonded as determined by ultrasonic pulse echo
examination. The one 20-foot section of small diameter tubing usedfor this evaluation was
rated at 55-65 percent bondedand the remaining section, which was preserved for fabrication
applications, was rated at over 95 percent bonded. Thus, quite a few of the section views of
weld joints will showobvious unbonding that is not a reflection upon the joining methods.
The two 20-foot lengthsof tubing evaluated were sectioned in+ofour 5-foot lengths.
Five metallographicsampleswere preparedfromeach tube for bimetal dimensionalanalysis.
The measureddimensionsessentially agreed with thosereported by the manufacturer, Nuclear }_-
_,
Metals. The dimensionalanalysesare listed in Table 1. The 3_ variation predicted for the j
entire lot of tubing is also presentedin the sametable. The interaction between tube eecen- i '
t
tricity and bimetal thicknessvariation is also presentedin the sametable asa calculated radius .__
.+
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Figure6. Bimetal TubingMicrophotographs
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to the bimetal interface. The 3o_variation in this radius, 0.006 inch in the large tubing and
0.004 inch in the small tubing is significant because in weld joint preparatlo,_ Fr,e columbium
tii_er must be undercut by the above amount to assure complete removal of the stainless steel.
In actual machining operations, the 0.021 inch columbium liner was generally machined
to 0.015 inch thickness For successful weld joint preparation.
Columbium Liner Defects
Four defects " _:"consm,,i,g of 1/8 inch diameter holes in the columbium liner were
found in the single 20-foot length of 0.800 inch OD tubing. The defects were observed u,,_,
the tubing was sectioned and no record could be made of defect location along the tube
length. Figure 8 shows typical longitudinal and transverse views of a defect, the total
tube wall thickness remaining constant, but the stainless steel occupying the entire wall
thickness. The defects are observable on tube radiographs. Hardness measurements showed
no change Jr, hardness in the defect area. The defects are true discontinuities falling outside
the measured 3_variation in the columbium clad thickness shown in Table 1.
C. BUTT JOINT DEVELOPMENT
Description and Fabrication
From a system fabrication standpoinl, the butt joint is frequently required as a
final assembly weld for large systems, often presenting weld shielding atmosphere problems
since large apparatus may require local clamp-on atmosphere or vacuum enclosures.
Figure 9 shows previous solutions tn the bimetal butt joint investigated by Aerojet
General 1 in support of the SNAP-8 program. These joints were designed for high temperature
liquid metal service, but were not entirely satisfactory because of materials compatibilltyor t-
process control problems. Types A and B are acceptable if the bimetal interface and stainless 1
steel s',rface is protected from mercury corrosior, by a protectiv._ layer of refractory metal.
1967026700-025
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Figure 8. I.c_,alDefect in Large Diameter Bimetal Tubing
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Figure 9. Previous Joining Processesfor Bimetal Tube Butt Joints :_
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Type C is a completely sealed joint, but required the deveIopmentof braze systemscompatible
with high temperature alkali metals. Type D, in which a split stainlesssteel ring is placed
over a previously electron beamwelded columblum ioint, requires the precise depth control
of electron beambutt welds to prevent bimetal alloying. ,Normaltolerances in fabrication
and fit--up generally do not perm;t _hi5type of control for b_tt join|s. The electron beam
processpr_'od-ksce_omplete weld puddle mixing whenever sii,.]ht over-penetration is encountered.
Thus, though an all welded joint wasdesired to meet the stringent requirementsof high tem-
perature liquid metal service, no design wasavailable with the requisite processcontrol.
Two basic approacheswere used in developing a successful butt joint design. As
shown in Figure 10 these were an electron beam lap weld processusinga slip over, one
piece sleeve, and a pre-placed filler process in which stainlesssteel is deposited over a
columbium weld, using barrier layers if necessaryto prevent alloying of the stainless steel
and columbium. The sameweld joint preparation is used for either joint design. The stainless
steel outer cladding is first removedby machining to expose the columbium liner followed by
pickling and handwork to remove all traces of the stainless steel. The inner columbium weld
is made first using electron beamwe]dlng for the electron beam lap weld design and gas tungsten
arc welding for the preplaced filler design. Examplesof completed inner welds are shown in
Figure 11. Approximately twice the length of exposedcolumbium is required for the tungsten
arc weld to accommodate the larger weld bead and heat affected zone.
The electron beamprocess, for both the internal columbium weld and the external
stainless steel lap weld, was immediately successful and produced the compact butt joint shown
in Figure 12. The lap weld joint permitted precise depth control of the stainless steel weld in
spite of the normal tolerances in part dimensionsand in the welding process. Shown in Figure
12 is the split stainless steel ring usedto reinforce the columbium liner. An external, one
piece stainlesssteel ring isslipped over the columbium weld and split ring, and is lap
welded in place to produce a completely sealed, all welded joint.
2-13
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Figure 10. Butt Joint Fabrication Sequence
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Since the electron beamprocessis not very adaptab!e to final assemblyweldson large ap-
paratus, work wascontinued to develop a welding processmore amenable to "field welding"
conditions, namely gas tungsten arc and associated processes. The plasmaarc overlay pro-
cesswasevaluated using a powder feed nozzle with variable plasma and transferred arcs.
The initial development effort was madewith 316 stainless steel tubing using internal water
cooling. Although the plasma arc equipment had produced acceptable metal overlays on
flat work such as turbine blades, extreme difficulty wasencountered in producing quality
overlays on the relatively thin tubing..As the power level was increased to pro_uce a smooth
overlay, b_n through usually occurred, indicating unacceptable processcontrol. Figure 13
showsthe best qualitydeposits obtained on stainlesssteel tubing. A section of the tubing is
shown indicating the acceptable penetration obtained with water cooling. Difficulties were
increased when the overlay was deposited in a shallow groove, simulating the initial colum-
bium weld joint. The plasma arc wandered to the groove edges, straying from side to side
and producedan unacceptable deposit. A complete descriptionof the processand welding
parametersused is included in the equipment section of this report.
Gas tur gsten arc welding, using automatic wire feed, was also usedto produce a
stainless sleel overlay. Trial welds were madeon grooved stainless steel tubing, but problems
oFnon-unlform deposit and burn through occurred. Barrier layers in the form of thin stainless
steel split rings and flame sprayed layers of molybdenumand zlrconia were evaluated. Burn
through was reducedwhile problems with cold shuts and weld puddle blowoutsdeveloped, and an
acceptable welding processwas not developed. However, an observation of the thin stain-
lesssteel barrier layer performance led to a trial using full thicknesssplit rings and gas
tungsten arc welding. These trials, essentially preplacsd filler welding, were very success-
ful, having the form shown in Figure 14.
Figure 15 showsoverall and cross-sectionalviews of the double girth butt weld joint.
An alloyed diffusion zone is sometimesproducedat the stainlesssteel weld-,_o_umbiuminter-
face, but hardness and electron beam microprobe haverse measuremen;sindicate the alloying
to be confined to within a few mils of the interface.
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Figure 13. PlasmaArc Overlay Process
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! _ Split Stainless Steel Ring
Figure 14. Reference Design Butt Joint- Assembly View
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A gastungsten arc lap w_lded joint was also evaluated, similar in design to the
electron Learn !ap welded joint, but of greater length to accommodate a columbium-tungsten
arc weld. The stainless steel lap weld required very fine control of power input. Too little
power produced "peel back" and lack of fusion. Slightly highor power input produced a
successful lap joint, but with excessive penetration into the columbium. The threshold power
level wasdifficult to control and for this reason the processwas abandoned.
In summary, two successful processeswere developed. The electron beam lap weld
provided acceptable processcontrol, but in view of the'Tield , _.a,ng capability desired, the
second proce_, the "double girth butt weld" wasselected as the reference process for the
butt joint. If a small, 1 KW electron beamgun were available, similar to the clamp on,
rotating, tungsten arc torches, the electron be n processcould be considered for assembly
welding. Table 2 lists the welding parametersusedfor the two successful designs. The
welding equipment is Fully described in the equipment section of this report. Fourteen pair
of butt ioint specimenswere initially machined and utilized for the fabrication and in-process
evaluation sequenceoutlined below,
: Fabrication and Evaluation Sequence
1/ Gas tungsten arc weld columbium
2) Visual ;nspectloq, internal and external
3) Dye penetrant inspection
4) Radiography
5) Helium leak test
6) Gas tungsten arc weld stainless steel overlay
7) Visual inspection, internal and external
8) Dye penetrant inspection
9) Radiography
On SeJectedSpecimens
10) Metallographic sectioning
11) Ultrasonlc inspection of bimetal bond
2-21
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TABLE 2
WELDING PARAMETERS FOR BUTT JOINTS
I lectron Beam Lap WeJd
i Columbium Butt Weld Stainless Lap WeldAmi.-,s 3.6 iv'_A 2.0 MA
Volts 80 KV 100 KV
Speed 50 ipm 25 ipm
Deflection .0i8:' transverse .018" transverse
Double Girth Butt Weld (Gas Tungsten Arc Process in Helium Af_A_here Welding Chamber)
Columbium Butt Weld Stainless Butt Weld
Amps 25 DCSP 25 DCSP
Volts 15 15
I Speed 15 ipm 15 ipm
Gap .032" .045"
r;
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The in-process inspection sequence is require. ._incemostof the observations of
the initial weld cannot be madeafter _hestainless stee! cladding is replaced. This is par-
ticularly true of the helium leak _esta,d external dye penetrant inspection. Conversely,
the helium leak test could not be u_edo_ the final evaluation bec_L._e.the first weld seals
the specimen: The documentary processs_qu_-nce_.hownin Table 3 can be usedas an ap-
proximation of the processcapabilii'y. Thevariou_ repair operations and rejections are shown.
The overall processyield was ,'8 ,_ercent, but mostof the difficulty wcs caused by the longi-
tudinal weld of the split stainless steel ring. This weld_ which w_ssubject to over-penetration
was mademanually and consequently suffered from variability in processcontrol. Automatic
welding, which could beused 1:orthis critical weld, should improve the ove..'_!l yielci. It is
slgnlficant that no problems were encountered with stair.tesss_eel-columbiu,n alloying due
to residual smearsof stainless steel on the columbium. This w_ a problem during the first
)haseof the program, but the improved joint preparation orocedure used, including picklingt
appears to h_ve solved the prob!em. The tungsten arc changes to a green color wheneve_ tI
alloying occurs, providing an indication of a defective joint. I|
Following the fabrication of 10 acceptable specimens, the evaluation progr__mout- 1
lined in Figure 2 was followed.
Sectioning Data-Weld Penetration Control
Seven butt weld specimenswere each sectioned into four quadrants providlng 56
individual sections of the stainlesssteel lap weld and half asmany sectlons of the colu,-nblum
weld. Thesedata are summarized in Table 4. A statistical distribution of the penetraHon is '-
s,_ownin Figure 16a and indicates both marginal processcontrol and two different weld pene- .I _
!
tration populations_one centered around 50 percent penetration and another group n_r 100 !
percent penetration. Full penetration, near 100 percenb is desired for this type of weld joint, i
t
,!
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TABLE 3 '"
PROCESSSEQUENCEOF REFERENCEBUTTJOINT DESIGN ,-
I
t
14 Pair of Tubes Prepared _,
! I *°
First Weld 4 Pair of Tubes Butt Welded - Columbium Weld -
(1) Burnedthrough, remochined and rewelded,acceptable :,?,
(: ;) Under-penetrated, rewelded, acceptable ""
0 Acceptable _,_
4 Repaired ,_
14 Completed First Weld --.
?,
Final Weld 14 Pair of TubesWelded - Final Stainless Steel Weld !'
'(1) Tack weld failed, remachined and rewelded, 7;
X_/ acceptable .!i
(3) Over-penetrated - unacceptable longitudinal weld -_
0 Acceptal',le / _"
._ Repaired
1 Completed _ !I
I
I-
ProcessYTeld 11/14= 78 Percent !__ I
il
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TABLE4
BUTTJOINT = WELD PENETRATION SUMMARY
------rWe'dN°''I We'dN°.2]Co,umb,umTubeAverageTube J" Misalig . Misal ign. Weld Misalign.No." Section % Pen. Mils L % Pen. Mils % Pen. % Pen. Mils
2 A 100 10 100 _20 100
B I00 0 100 0 100
C 100 10 100 0 100
D 100 10 100 0 100 100 2
4 A 100 0 67 0 100
B 77 0 100 10 100
C i00 0 100 0 100
D 100 2,0 _,00 20 100 92 6
5 A 78 30 56 30 100
B 50 40 5O 6O 10O
C 100 40 33 40 100
D 61 40 56 40 100 60 40
6 A 56 40 30 89 100
B 6 50 50 72 100
C 22 50 50 44 100
D 33 45 40 44 100 46 46
7 A I00 20 30 52 I00
B 100 20 30 43 100
C 61 30 20 100 100
D 95 30 30 44 100 76 26
9 A 100 30 100 50 100
B 39 40 22 40 100 _
C 78 40 44 50 100 J_ i
D 56 40 95 30 100 66 40 •
12 A 100 30 100 -10 100
B 83 15 100 15 100 '_
C 100 0 100 20 100
D 100 16 100 16 100 98 12
_ 2-25
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Figure 16. Statistical Distribution of Butt Weld Penetration Duta
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An examination of the sectioned weld indicated that under-penetration was causedby the
weId bead missing the seamor misallgnment of the weId. Thepropersized we Id puddle wasa Iways
present,but it wasoften displaced too far towardsthe split ring. Thesplit ring usedwassl ightly th icker
than the original tube wall, and the sharpcorner of the ring insertstrongly attracted the weld arc.
Table 4 also lists the ioint alignment which indicates that three out of the seven sectioned
tubes had good alignment and a segregation of these tubes from the total population results
in the distribution shown in Figure 16b. This distrlbutlon is close to that required for adequate
processcontrol, indicating that over 99 percent of all the welds made would have at least
60 percent penetration.
All welds were made by the sametechnician using identical alignment techniques,
and the variation in weld puddle location indicates .needfor improved joint design or better
weld tooling. Since an electrode movement of 0.030 inch or 1/3 the diameter of the welding
electrode is the tolerance involved, precision welding tooling incorporating dial gagesor
micrometer adjustmentsmay solve the problem. Figure 17 showsthe method of measuring
weld penetration and examples of sectioned welds.
ExcessPenetration
One anticipated problem of the reference butt joint design is alloying between the ,
columbium liner and the cast-in-place stainless steel butt weld. The process is made feasible
by the 1800° F difference in melting points, (2550°F for the 316 stainless steel ,lnd 4380°F
for columbiurm.)The weld is madequickly enough _o limit the diffusion formation of low "
melting point eutectics, Figure 18 showsa hardnesstraverse through the stainlesssteel-
columbiumweld interface. The weld interface di._playsone of the larger alloy zonesof all L
the welds' sectionsand should represent the limit of stainless steel weld alloying. The
hardnesstraverse doesnot indicate extensive diffusion alloylng of either the columb_um .;
liner or the stainlesssteel.
Electron MicroprobeAnalysis. As a further check on the extent of alloying at the
stainlesssteel weld_columbium interface, an electron microprobe ancsiysiswasmade by the
AdvancedMetals ResearchCorporation. Selected point analyses, line sccJns,and complete
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TUBENO. 62 6X TUBENO. 2 6X
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AL!ONMENT ERROR- 46 MILS ALIGNMENT ERROR- 2 MILS
PROPERWELD
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{/
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611614-7B
Figure 17. Weld Penetration Measurement of Butt Joint [i.
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Figure 18, HardnessTraverseThroughWeld Interface
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area sccmningtechniques were employed,, Figure 19 showsa trace of ¢olumbium concentra-
_,i(_nobtained by traversing along a path inclined 45° to the co!umblum-stainless steel inter-
face. The "banded,.areasintersected are evidenti_vformed by the swirling motion of the stainless i
steel weld puddle. The line traverse indicates the columbi.-m concentration quickly drops to
negligible values except in the banded areas. Similur line scanswereobtained for Fe, N, and Cr, ,[
but the resultswerenot significant. A line scanfor Cb madeperpendicular to the surface through
band"K" on Figure 19yie Ideds_milarresuIts. Thewidth of the electron beaml inescar, '_ 1micron, o_
Pointchemical analyseswere madeusinga 1micronspotsizeand the resultsare shown in Figure 20.
The point anal)_es describe the composition of the cell structure produced at the bimetal in-
terrace and in the banded areasshown in Figure 19= ,% -,us,.,of the concentration of Cb at
the cell boundaries, the structure is thought to represet,, i,_completely mixed liquids which _;
were formed and solidified in a very short time. Columbiurnhas not diffu,_ed to any extent
into the bulk of the stainlesssteel 'weld and significant diffusion of Fe and Cr into the colu_z_- ;;:,
blum appears to be limited to within 35 microns (1.4 mils). An area wasscanned to produce a
"raster" image for the various _!loy elements. Figure 21 showsthe results obtained in scanning _
for columbium concentration. The top view showsa photomicrograph of the area as compared
to the electron beamscan shown below. The light areas, which ,_howareasof high coiumbium ;j,
concentration, are ,_hecell boundaries and correspond to the point analyse__hown in Figure 20.
In summary, bulk diffusion of alloying elements is limited to within a few mils of the i_
interface. In the stainlesssteel weld, however, local areas of columbium contamination extend
for a considerable distance through the weld. Since columLium and tantalum are used as car- _j_
bide stabilizers in stainlesssteels, a minor amount of columbium alloying should not be detrimental.
I.ongitudinal Weld Excess-Penetration.Thesplit ring isfirst welded into pierceby manuall;, '_'_'_
tacking and then seal welding the longitudinal split ring. Exce_spenetration was observed
on three out of i'ourteen welds. The most massivesample is shown in Figure 22 as pene- "_.,_
tration of the entire tube wall. iI_e exce,_sivepenetration was visually observed on the
tube inside diameter and on tube radiograr_hs. None of the seven tubes sectioned for weJd
penetration showed evidences of massivealloying. O_le section on each tube is cut directly
through the longitudinal weld. _
k
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PO!NT ANALYSIS CHEMISTRIES
_ AREA Cb Fe Hi Cr Mo _'.,./o)
A (--- 60_ into 316SS) 0.8 64.7 12.8 16.0 2.2
B (::Fe:" _.ndof cell) 0.7 66.4 t2°5 15.4 1.7
C (center of cell) 1.7 65,3 12.4 14.9 1.7
C' (ceil boundary) 8.0 60.3 12.6 13.5 2.2
D (_-- 5-81s fr_m int.* ) 11.8 57.2 12.4 12.0 2.3
E (interface CL side) Bal, 2.9 0.3 0.4 0 .._
F ( 4. 10p from int. *) Bal. 0.1 0.03 0.03 0.03
G (--, 25p Fromint.*) Bal. 0.04 "_'0 C.0_ ,v 0
H ('-' 351_from int.*) Bal. 0.0 t -_0 0.01 N 0
POINT ANALYSES MADE !N BS,ND "H"
SHOWN IN FIGURE _9
Cb Fe Ni Cr Mo (w/o)
Center af Cell 1.2 66.2 12.7 15.2 1.7
Cell Be_,,,'lary 6.5 61.0 13.2 14.6 2.2
,i'_/;_._ __'- ,
-- *int. = Cb/316 SS
0.001" Interface Region i_
---r--'- L
'r
]
Unetched Photomicrograph 540X 'l
61 i614-26B
I
1
Figure20. ElectronMicroprobePointAnalysesof Weld Interface i
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X-Ray FluorescenceAnalysis for ExcessiveWeld Penetration. An X-ray fluorescence
analysis for Cb in the stainless steel weld wasevaluated as a non-destructive inspection tech-
nique. Although chemical or spectrographic analysis would offer much greater sensitivity, the
direct weld surface fluorescence could provide a fa._th_-processinspection technique. A
preliminary trial demonstrated that surface fluorescence could detec_Cb in one of the over-
perpetratedwelds and a purFoselydefective weld was then preparedand examined. I_igure23
showsthe mefhod of defect preparation and the analysis :esults. Tw,_..... _,,ne.s,r._of defects were..
prepar.°dsa single spotof excessive-penetration madeby dwel Ih,g an ar_.aver a previously weIded
sample and a diluted weld madeby passinga normal penetration girth weld fhrough a spot
defect. The diluted version is very similar to what would be expected from subsequentgirth
;;c !ding of an excessiveiy penetrated longitudinal weld. Asurface analysiswasfirst madeusinga
1/4 inch x 1/8 inch maskwhich dejected Cb in both defects. Successivescansof the diluted
weld showeda surprisingly rapid decrease in the Cb ievel indicating the higher melting point
Cb is not transported with the molten weld puddle.
-o
Machine chip sampleswere also removed from the welds and analyzed by X-ray
fluorescence.. Such an analysis technique would be amenable to weld conditioning practice
and would eliminate the need for special tooling to adapt long lengths of tubing to X-ra_
fluorescence apparatu_. The results support the surface analysis and indicate that chlp samples
cou!._also be analyzed by conventional chemical or spectrographic techniques ,,ith much
greater sensitivity.
i"hermal Cycling a:_dMechanica! PrepertyTesting ijjThermal Cycle. Two butt joint specimens were thermal cycled from 1.350°F to 600°F
• 1
asshown in the temperature curve of Figure 3. Two holes were drilled ,Cromthe tube - _
ext_rior to the blmetal interface at which point Pt/Pt-13Rh thermocouples were pinned in _-]
pickle. High pu_f 7 helium gaswas usedto cool the induction heated specimens, (_heap_ 71
pa_atusi_jescrlbed in detaiJ in ;he equlpm_nt section) and the coollna cy_.le wascompleted ;"!
in 18 second_. __i_c
2_
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WELD NO. 2 DEFECTPREPfRATION
EXCESSIVELY
PURPOSELY
WELD NOt 1 _
j _,_,_-_ T PENETRATED
A__) _ IA/E, /C/
DILUY!ON
WELD
SURFACESCAN (1/4"x 1/8" AREA MASK) W/O
WELD NO I - DIRECTLY OVEE WELD PUDDLE.....
WELD NO. 2 -
AREA A - DIRECTLYOVER WELD.... 3.5
AREA B - 1/4 " FROM WFLD "TRACE"_ 0. i W/O
: AREA C - 1/2 " FROM WELD......... NOT DETECTABLE
I < 0.! W/O
MACHINE CHIP SCAN
0.015" _ \.l"J_"_ _ 0.005" THICK LAYERSWEREREMOVED
.____" _..,,,,._ AND ANALYZED BY X-RAY FLUORESENCE i
f
LAYER WELD NO. I W/O WELD NO. 2,W/O __
I 0,17 0.12
2 0.12 0,12
3 0.22 0.27
4 0,37
I
Figure 23. X_Ray Fluorescence Analysis For Excessive Weld Penetration
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_ond Quality Determination. One _f the purpos,es cf the thermal cycling test was
to determine the effect on bond quality adjacent to the butt joint. Observations of these
,_f.rectswere complicate,:ibecausethe large diameter tubing was initially 50 percent unbonded.
Ultrasonic inspection techniques were usedto examine the bond quality before and after
thermal cycling. Figure 24shows traces obtained by on angled reflection technique. The trace
following thermal cycling for tube No. 5 showsa greater degree of unbonding. An examination
of bondingin the sectioned weld samplesshowednod ifference between thermal cycled and non- ,
thermal cycled specimensbecauseof the clad removal operations prior to welding. 2
Crush Test. Two specimensof the butt ioint were compressioncrush tested as shown
in Figure 4. The total deformation was 1/4 inch,producing severe distortion in the bimetal
components. Typical views of the sectioned tubes are shown in Figure 25. Thesephotographs
indicate no brittle failures in either the columbium or stainless steel weld. The thermally
cycled speclmen supported a higher load than the as-welded specimen indicating possible
strengthening of the stainless steel weld and heat affected zone by the thermal cycling• An
examination of the thermally cycled specimenshowsvery little deformation in the stainless
steel weld and heat affected zone. The hardnessmeasurementsshown .;nTable 5,made in the
welds before and after thermal cycling, showa corresponding increase in weld hardne._s. The
crush test indicates that the ;,_int deslgn can tolerate considerable room temperature defor-
mation without failure.
Internal PressureTests_.._:.The butt weld specimenswere internal pressurete_ted for
up to 1000 hours at a temperatureof 1350°F. Two specimenswere tested; one at a low stress
level approximately twice the e':;ected operating pressure(550 psl), and another at a Jqigner
stress level calculated to produce rupture in _000 hours• A gas pressureapparatus was designed
and built using a vacuum hot wall furnace.
The apparatus isdescribed in detail in the equipmentsection of thls report, but
basically the specimenswere pressurized "" ._-w;.n high purity helium gas and fi-_etest specimen ,-_
external enwronmcnt consistedof 10-6 torr vacuum. Automatic controls were included to _
S
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Figure 24. Ultrasonic Traces of ThermajJy Cycled Butt Welds I]
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"T
"_ BUTTJOINT NO. 7
i
/
( Tested As Welded
(1)Stress,Undeformed - 40,000 psi
/ Stress,Maximum - 59,000 psi
[, '// _ Section 7D
_-->__'JF -_ _ BUTTJOINT NO, 4
-i
' *_"'_'_ ; (l)Stress,Unde{ormed- 56,000 psi
"i_L'i[i!i!. " _ 5xStress"MaxlmUmsection-4D65'000psi" [
i
(1) Stresscalculated from transverse !
wall area of 0.126 in2
I
611614-25B
Figure25. CrushTestof ButtJoint
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TABLE 5
HARDNESSMEASUREMENTSOF BUTTWELDSPECIMEN
Z
316 S.S. 316 S.S. Cb I Cb 316 S.S.
Tubing B!_se Weld Base [ Weld Split Ring
As Received 165 --- !06 ......
As Welded 170 161 1!5 76 251
Welded and 172 hr
1350°F PressureTest 196 176 104 90 145
Welded and
Thermal Cycled 162 174 98 85 141
1
DPH Indenter Load 10 Kg 10 Kg 5 Kg 2_ Kg 10 K_
|
3165.5 Split Ring
S. S. Weld S.S.Base
J Cb Weld Cb Base
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safely terminate the test in the event of specimenrupture. Selected test parameterswere
also recorded up to the time eFfailure.
A unique end fitting wasdeveloped for pressuretesting the bimetc:l tubing. Cross-
sectional views of the electron beamwelded fitting are shown in Figure 26, the unique
feature being that th<+-tube wassealed a, the colurnblum inner clad since helium leak tests had
shownthat the unbonded condition would permit the pressurizing mediumto leak into the bimetal
interface and essentlally place only the outer cladding under stress if external seal weld.+..._;ereused.
A ieinforcing ring of stainless steel was lap welded "tothe stainless cladding of the tubing to pro-
vide the required hoc,p and longitudinal strength for the columbium end seals. A mechanical com-
pressionseal was usedto connect the co!umbium end titling to the stainless steel high pres-
sure gassystem. As might be expected, the 3:_ thermui expansion ratio of stainless steel to
coJumbiumproducedan excel!ant seal except du. ing cooling to room tewper_ture after the
test was completed. Leakswould develop belc,w 1000°F d_,ring cooling from the test tempera-
ture at 1350°F: The joint would, however, reseal on reheatlng to test temperature+
The results of thetubulcr internal ;ressure test are presented_th as a calculated
effective stres2and also as the internal gas pressureto permit independent calculation
of the stress-strain3 relationships. Diametral strain is presented rather than an equivalent
plain strain and asa further simplification, the partially bonded bimetal tube w,_II is treated ,:
as a homogeneouscrosssection.
For a thin walled tube, the effective stress =, may be representedas _3-,/2 Pr/t
where P = internal pressure, r = mean tube radius, and t = wall thickness. It is interesting ::
to note that the effective stressfor producing a given diurnetral strain is less than the uni-
axial stressby _J3-/_or 0.866. This would indicate that an internally pressurizedtube with _
restro,{ledends (thus essentially producing unlaxial loading in the wall) would showa lhlgher
strain rate with c+given intern_i pressurethan _he ,
_nrestramedtests in this program.
Asa part o1,"the equipmentandspecimendesignevaluation, a preliminary sl0ecimenof un-
weIded tubingwcs fabricated arN testec_at varied stresslevels. Theresultant cumulative strain versus i _'
time curve ."+._ownin Figure 27. Sinceconflnuousstrain measurementinstr_mentatlonwasn._;nvaiJ- J,
able, the testswere interruptedandthe spec'=menwasremovedandmeasured"_r,!_,ow=ng'each change _
2-¢i
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Columblum Uner Seal Weld
Figure26. Pressure[_,_CapsuleDe,lgn
!
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in stress level. The internal gas pressure and detailed test conditions are listed in :
Table 6. The five interrupted diametral straln points were plotted as the logarithm
i
of the strain rate versusstressasshown in Figure 28 to provide an empirical stress-strainrate -
relationship. Rateof diametral changewasassumedto be linear for a given stresslevel. Two
welded specimenswere tested at hlgh and low stress levels respectively. One specimenwas
_unat double the design stressof _e liquid metal system, (2 x 275 psior 550 psi) for 1000
hoursand a second specimen was tested at a high stress level designed to produce rupture
in 500 hours. Although no rupture data were available, a stress level of about 12,000 psi
was predicted from the preliminary data to produce 10 percent diametral strain in 500 hours.
Rupture would be expected to occur before 10 percent strain wasachieved. As indicated in
Figure 28,the h,gh stresslevel specimenruptured in 172 hoursand the diametral strain of the
unruptured half is plotted. Figure 26 showsthe ruptured specimen. The low stress level
spcclmen producedsomewhat lessstrain than predicted from the initial data of the un-
welded specimens. Although two curvesare suggestedin Figure28 for welded and
unweldedtubing, the data could be included in the usualvariation in creep and stressrupture
tes_. Also, the stresslevel on the ruptured specimen,Figure28, at the time of rupture was _i
! :
higher than indicated since the tube diameter had increased by 6 percent and the tube wall
had thinned proportionately. Correcting the stresslevel to include the dimensional changes i l
at the time of rupture would increase the stressby 12 percent or 1400 psi.
As is evident in the photographof the ruptured specimen, Figure 26, the bimetal i I][.,
tubing was not well bonded and the bimetal layers essentially acted like a two layer tube.
Thismay produce different creep strength results than completely bonded bimetal tubing. In _I
summary, the ir_.ternaipressuretestsof butt weIded tubing indicated no significant decreasein creep
strength over the unwelded tubing. _1L_
Tensile Tests. Tensile tests were required for butt welded tubing specimensat room
temperature and 1jSO°F. In addition, an unwelded section of tubing was tensile tested at F,!i
1350°F to provide a measureof the weld joint efficiency. Sheettensile specimenswere
i_I
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Unwelded Tubing
1350°F
Tensile Specimen _
STAIN LESS
STEEL
ButtWeld No. 13 SURFACE
1$50°F
_e SF'"clm_
Unwelded Tubing
1350°F
Tensile Specimen
..... "_'_" i_.'.
.J
4
COLUMBIUM
ButtWeld No. 13 SURFACE
1350°F
TensileSpecimen
611614-30B
t
I
Figure 29, 135_F Tensile Specimens of Welded and Unwelded Tubing
z
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IF,
machinet,_ from the tubing a,|_ the elevated terNperature specimens were tested in :0 -_'_ torr iit-i]i
vacuum. Figure29 showsthe elevated temperature tensile specimensand the problem of !/.
, _it'_
blmetaJ debondlng both during and prior to the tests. The unbonaed specimentest resulted _: ..
in separate ultimate tensile strength and elongation values as; first the columbium, and then _;
the stainless steel componentfailed. Theseresultsare presented in Figure 30 and in Table 7. _ r
The _o,_ntefficiency, considering ultimate strength, is 55 percent for the columbium joint and
82 percent for the stainless steel joi_t at 1350°F. The low joint efficiency and the very low
elongation values obtained for the columbium part of the bimetal may be due to local weld
andheat affected zonearmealingof the cold worked columbium. A sharphardnessdecreasewasob-
servedin the weld and heat affected zone, of the columbium liners, asshown in Table5. Thecolum-
bium fi-acture surface showsa ductile shear lip at the weld edge and the low overall elongation value ._
(approximately 0.2 percent) is due to extreme local yielding and is not indicative of a brittle
,i
failure. The columbium weld displayed over 90 percent local reduction in area. The stainless ::
steel portion of the bimetal tubing d_splayeda sim;lar behavior of failure in the weld-annealed
! heat affected zone. Not expected, however, is the lower elongation values for both columblum i._
and stainlesssteel at t350"F as compared *o room temperature, i
Radlo._raphlcInspectionof ButtWeld
Radiographic inspection of the butt welds provides a non-destructive inspection /
technique for excessivepenetration of both the stainless steel girth welds and longitudinal
welds. Figure 31 showspositive prints of butt weld radiographs. Tube No. 12 showsan example i i
of excess longitudinal weld penetration. Two views (direct and a 90 ° view) are shown, and
be estimated from the 90° view. }1the penetration depth may
Adequate penetration of the girth weld may be measuredas shown in tube No's
4 and 5. Tube No. 4 has 93 percent penetration as measuredby sectioning c'.ndtube No. 5 Ii
has60 percent penetration as measuredin the samemanner. A fine line is observable in tube _' _!
No. 5 indicating lack of penetration. An example of _n ".,nnerclad defect is shown in tube i I !,
No. 8. i_
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Figure30. TensileTestResultsofBimetalTubing _'_"_
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0° 90°
EXCESSPENETRATIONIN LONGITUDINAL WELD
DEFECT IN COLUMBIUM LINER
TUBENO. 4
93% PENETRATION
, _.... '' ,' - "- IN GIRTH WELD
0° 90°
.............. / _,,, / I_ljt.__._i.._i ..:.-- TUBE NO. 5
.. ." , 60% PENETRATION
IN GIRTH WELD
,,2_ '
0° 90°
POSITIVEP_INTS, THIN AREASAPPEARLIGHT
611614-34B
Figure 31. Radiographof Butt Welds
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The radiographsof tube I',lo_s4, 5 and 8 were made at a slight angle to the X-ray
beamto preventthe top andbottomwe!dviews fromoverlapping, impro,'_ddefinition could
beobtainedby shootingthroughonly one wall at a time with film on the tube interior. In
summary,radiographictechniquesprovidea meansof moasurinrjthe vc_!dpenetrationof
both the longitudinal and transvgrs_',welds and also provide a-t inspe':tion technique for
tubi_g defects such asvariations in bimetal layer thickness.
Summar___
In review, two butt joint designswere developed; an electron beam and a gas
tungsten arc welded version. Be,c_useof field welding considerations, the gas tungster_arc
welded butt joint was more extensively evaluated. It demonstrated both adequate mechanical
properties and a practical fabrication capability.
A
t
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D. TEEJOINT DEVELOPMENT
Description and Fabrication
If bimetal tubing systemsare to be used, a design solution for tee joints will be
needed and will be applicable aswell to crossesand other multiple joint assemblies. In-
strumentation feed-throughs suchas thermocouples and pressuretransducerswill also be re-
quired and these will usually take the form of tee joints on straight runs of pipe. The basic
design of the tee joint is shown in Figure 32. .TheFabrication sequence includes the removal
of stainless steel cladding, typically by machining, from bot_. sections of the tee joint.
In the Type A, two piece tee section, the clad is removed from the entire circum-
ference of the large diameter tubing. An alternative single piece tee joint is shown, Type B, in
which a saddle shapedsection oi cladding is removed. The first step in the normal fabrication se-
quenceisto join the inner columbium liner. In Type A this is accomplls_Jedby manuabg_ tungsten
arc welding using 0.090 inch columbium filler wire in a helium atmosphere. In Type B, the
electron beamwelded version a cam guided fixture is used to trace the sr_d_..shaped weld
interface. The final fabrication sequence is to replace the stainless steel cladding. In Type
A, this isaccomplished using a relatively t_c_avy,two piece sta;n!es._steel section that may
be either electron beamOr tungsten arc welded. Circumferential lap joints and Zongffudinal
butt joints are requked. In Type B, a light gage stainless steel saddle, (which wou!d have
been slipped on the small branch of the tee joint prior to the first columbium weld) is pressed
into place and electron beam lap welded to the bimetal tubing outer clad. One full and two, t
partial circumferential lap welds and two longitudinal lap welds are required. Figure 33 J
I
showsthe columbium welding sequence usedfor Type A including the machined and fixtured !
joint in the top view and the we_dedjoint in the bottomview. The weld is made by lightly i
tacking the columbium,removingthe weld fixture, and clamping the entire joint in a heavy I
copperfixture to prevent overheating fromthe filler wire welding c,peration. 1
Figure 34 showsthe stainlesssteel clad replaced, the top view being a tungsten arc
welded specimen,andthe bottom,the electron beamwelded reference design. Closer control
2-53
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--0. 510" Tube- "'_ 1
Full Tee Saddle
WELD Cb AND
REPLACECLADDING _I /_
Seal Weld
Heavy Tee Section Light Gage Saddle
Figure 32. Tee Joint Fabrication Sequence
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" j/i'"._.-,
, _._ - , ._ ,.,
Fixtured for M(_nua?Gas Tur,gsten Arc Weld
. ,i_
Welded Using Columbium Filler W|re :'._'
Figure 33. Columbium Weld Sequence for Type A Tee Joint ._"_',_
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i ""_:;
Gas Tungsten Arc Weld
Electron Beam Weld
Figure 34. Completed Weld Joint for Type A Tee Joint i_
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over weld penetration, particularly the lap welds, is available with electron beamwelding. The
weld sequence, usingeither gas tungsten arc or electron beamwelding, includes tack welding
the longitudinal joints, welding longitudinally, and finally welding circumferential ly.The as-
sembly sequer_:;_is _hown g_-aphicaily in the assemblyview in Figure 35. Figure 36 showstwo
sectional views of a Type A design tee joint using manual gastungsten arc and filler wire for
the columbium saddle weid and electron beamwelding for the stainless steel clad replacement.
Several stainless steel reinforcement sections are observable and are required to support the
interior columbium Iiner since the tub.:ng will be internally pressurized in service. These
are two piece sections and are handfitted prior _o final assembly. Someundercutting, cold
shutsand poros;ty are visible in the columbium weld (shown in Figure 36.) When these joints
were helium leak tested after welding, no leaks were found. The excellent penetration
control obtainable with the electron beam weld is apparent, both in the Butt joint and
Jap !ci.;r:.
Figure 37 showst½ fabrication sequencefor an alternative i;ght gage saddle section
joint, Ty_ B, madeentirely by electron beamwelding, A cam guided fixt,;re was made to
provide autorr._flCtracking around the columbium saddle joint and the same fi':ture was used
for the weld fabrication of the external stainless steel light gage saddle. The saddle welding
is completed usingcircumferential and longitudinal lop welds° The completed joint isobviously
very attractive from a weight and size standpoint and would have been selected as the reference
process,but for the following consideration. The heavy gage stainlesss._:elsection can be
usedto cover an all machined, non-welded, refractory metal tee joinl _"ner, a design feature
presently used in refractory metal systemsand shown in Figure 38. This generally increases the
joint reliability by eliminating or.," welding operation. The completely machinecljoln*s cannot
be enclosed by a single piece light gage saddle.
In review, two acceptable processeswere developed; a combination electron beam
and tungsten arc processusing a heavy steel clad replacement section and an electron beam
process, usinga cam guided electron beamsaddle weld and a light gage clad replacement
section. Becausethe heavy gage section wasadaptable to non-we!ded refractory metal liners,
this processwaschosen as the reference design.
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Figure35. ReferenceDesignTeeJoint - AssemblyView
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Partially Assembled Tee Jo|nt
-'. .. ,
: °._:.'...' ...,._ ..
Completed Tee Joinf
Figure 37. Weld Sequence for Type B Tee Joint
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A. COLUMBIUM TEE
MACHINED FROM
SOLID STOCK
B. STAINLESSSTEEL fill iJJlJJl_,
JACKET WELDED
OVER COLUMBIUM
SECTION
BEAMWELD
LONGITUDINAL WELD
C. TEEJOINT INSTALLED _._____.._
IN TUBING SYSTEM .l;l' -- I,IIL f IN SSSPLITRING .'_
SSSPLITRING
L--TUNGSTEN ARC
COLUMBIUM BUTTWELD
611614-14B
Figure 38. Alternate Design - Non Welded Refractory Metal Liner _-
4_
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Thirteen tee joint assemblieswere machinedand started into the fabrication _-_"
t
sequenceand in-process evaluation autlined below:
1) Manual gastungsten arc weld of the columbium saddle jo!nt using
filler wire
2) Visual inspection ;_
3) Dye penetrant inspection
A_ Helium leak i'est i_:
5) Radiograph
6) Electron beamweld stainless steel exterior
7) Visual inspection 'u,
8) Dye penetrant inspection _'
9) Radiograph ,¢
As previously mentioned, in-process inspection operations were usedto more ef-
flc._ent!y evaluate the weld joints. This is mqu_red since the Final weld prevents effective
examination of the interior weld. The processflow chart shown in Table 8 can be usedas
an approximation of the processcapability. Ten acceptable specimenswere completed out [
of the thirteen started ;nto the process. Two out of the three were scrapped during the man-
ual columbium welding processand one wasdamagedduring final assemblyof the stainless
steei cover. The overall yield is not compromisingto this design since the intention is to
fabricate this weld configuration beforehand and install completed and inspected tee joints. ,
The welding parametersused for the tee joint are listed in Table 9. i_
Sectionin_ Data - Weld Penetration Control
Three completed tee joints were sectioned into four quadrants each, and the _
sections were measuredfor weld penetration control.The data are presented in Table 10 and
in Figure 39,, As is indicated in Figure 39, the larger diameter lap welds appear to be _
in better control, in terms of weld penetration., than the smaller diameter lop welds.
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TABLE 8
PROCESSSEQUENCEOF REFERENCETEEJOINT DESIGN
i3 Tee Joints Prepared
1
First Weld 13 Tee Joints Manually Welded
Columbium Weld, Filler Wire
--"_.... (reject)
_"_----_(1) Alloyed columbium with stainlesssteel
_ ""_(1) Burnedlarge hole in0.5!0 inch tube
/
Acce_,i(sble_(1) External cold shut repaired and accepteble
"_(1) Burned small hole in 0.510 inch _ube
2 Repaired J repaired and acceptable
1 Completed First Weld
Final Weld 1 Tee Joints Electron BeamWelded, Stainless 3teel
_"_'(1) Damagedduring assemblyof stainless steel
cover and unacceptabJe. _l
0 Acceptable ]
ProcessYield 10/_3 = 77 Percent :_
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TABLE9
TEE JOINT WELDING PARAMETERS
Initial Columbium Weid Final StainlessSteel Weld
Gas TungstenArc - Helium Atmosphere Electron BeamWelding 10-5tort Vacuum
Weld Chamber
Columbium Weld S_ainlessSl'eel Weld
Gas Tungslen Arc Electron Beam
DCSPManual Welding Using 0.090" 100 KV
Colurnbium Filler Wire 2.5 MA
Approximately 50 amps.
25 ipm
,018" transverse deflection
-..I
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Thedai•a indicate, that with the present processcontrol, over 99 percent of the welds
would have 30 percent to 100 percent peneh'ation as compared to a target of 50 percent pene-
tretiono Excesspenetration with the electron beam lap weld would produce alloying between
the stainless steel and columbium. In termsof minimum shear area however, (seethe baH'amof
Table 10) all of the lap welds averaged about 22 mils ascompared to a target of about 35 mils
(equal to the stainless steel ciad thickness). The electron Eeamlongitudinal butt weld showed
excellent penetration control as gajed against a target of 50 percent penetration, Table 10. I'_
Themanual fiiler wire technique usedto join the columbium liner ir,dicated problems of !ncom-
p!etely Fusedroots in the 90 degree angle of the saddle join.*, Figure 36. Although no through-
leaks were discovered, the presenceoF internab partially closed voids is undersirable.
Thermal Cycling and Mechanica__LPropertyTesfin_
Similar to the butt ioinb the basicevaluation for the tee joint was the thermc!
cycling test. Two of the 10 completed specimenswere thermal cycled and compared to
i.
non._thermaicycled specimensfor both structural strength and bimetal bond quality, t:_
: Thermal Cycle. Two tee joint specimenswere thermal cycled 20 times From !-
1350° F to 600°F,similarly to the temperature curve for the butt joint shown in Figure 3. I:
Due to the lar.germassof the tee joint however, the cooling cycle required 36 secondsin- I
stead of 18 seconds. Control thermocoupleswere placed at the bimetal interface by the i•_i
meansof holes drilled in the tubing exterior. High purity helium g._swas usedto cool .*he j _-
induction hea|_d s_cimens. [
Cnr_hTest. The destructive test usedfor the tee joint is shown in Figure 4. The ji_i
specimenswere crushed in a tensile test machine and the maximum loadsdeveloped were 1_i
measured. Figure 40 showsthe results of the crushtest on the thermally cycled and as-. _i;
welded tee joint. In the thermally cycled specimen, the small diameter lap weld supported
a 6600 Ib load and the entire specimenwas considerably deformed. The as-welded specimen
failed at a lower load by shear in the small diameter • -"w_,a. The shearedweld :sobservable in
=,
the metallographic section in Figure 40. The section view of the thermally cycled specimen .-
showsthe considerable deformation tolerated by the electron beam butt weld and columbium '_41
weld. __
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k&AXIMUM LOAD 5040 LBS
82, 000 2 PSi SHEAR Itl
I SHEAREDWELD
SHEARAREA = .062 IN 2
Figure 40. Crush Test of Tee Joint /
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_RadiographicInspection
Radiographic inspection techniques can be usedto evaluate weld quality, both for
the reiativety thick manual filler wire w_Ided columbium joint and for the final electron
beamwelds. Figure41 showsan ,_,xampleof porosity in a manual filler weld.
Summary t
Although the loads imposedby the cr_;shtest may not reproduce design loads, the
test doesshow that the weld join_ cu_laccommodate considerable misal=gnmentstrain without
failure. The small shear area produced by the electron beam ]Qpw_Id ?rovldes sufficient
structural strength. Thermal cycling does not significantly affect the structural strength of
the weld joint.
i!
i.
ii
!
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TEEJOINT NO. 3 TEEJOINT NOo 4
WELD POROSITY
POSITIVEPRINTbOF RADIOGRAPHS
THIN AREASAPPEARLIGHT
Figure 41. Radiograph of Welded Tee Joints
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E. TUBE-TO-HEADERJOINT DEVELOPMENT
Heat exchangers, both in the chemical industry and in liquid metal power systems,
normally require tube-to-header configurations. Bimetal heat exchanger header assemblies
have been constructed for the chemical industry by brazing and through-welding. Brazing
has been employed when corrosion conditions are compatible with the braze alloys and
throuqh-welding, which causesalloy mixing, has been usedon bimetal combinations of
compatible alloys such as carbon steel and stainless steel. The particular demandsof high
temperature liquid metal heat transfer systems, however, impose strict requirements on
braze systemsand preclude any bimetal al Ioying during welding.
Two possiblesolutions, basedon prior art, to produce tube-_o-header joints for
high temperature liquid metal service are shown in Figure 42. The header plate consists
of a relatively thick plate of ferrous alloy covered with a layer of refractory metal sheet.
Figure 42a showsthe method of welding and back brazing with the columbium joint being
welded and the stainlesssteel joint brazed. Thesimultaneous brazing ofa multitube header
assemblyisdifficult and fullysatisfactory methodsof assuringjoint quality are not available.
Further,acceptable brazing alloys, which mustbecompatible with liquid metals,generally require
brazing cycle temperatures that exceed the [nterf`acetemperature limitations for most
stainless steel-refractory metal combinations. A completeEywelded joint is clearly most
desirable. A possible all-welded joint design is shown in Figure 42b. Though applicable to
single tube welding, it cannot be adapted to the typical multi-tube header assemblyshown j!
in Figure 42c becauseof welding inaccessibility.
Descriptionand Fabrication
An all-welded bimetal tube-to-header joint was designed to meet the stringent re-
qulrements of high temperature liquid metal service. Figure 43 showsthe unique feature of"
this joint design, the complete accessibility of both welds from the header side of the as-
sembly. •,
!i
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Figure 42. Possible Joining Technique for Bimetal Tube to Header Assemblies I _
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Figure 43a showsthe first weld made in the assemblysequence, a stainlesssteel
butt weld which does not require st,'ingent (maximumas well as the minimum limit) penetration
control. Electron beamwelding is the joining processusedsince it permits welding in the ar-
nular crevice between the tubing and the header plate. Prior to welding, the area adjacent
to the tube is machined to remove the columbium cladding and to slightly undercut the stain-
lesssteel. Figure 43b showsa section of columb;.umreplaced and welded to complete the
joint. A variation in the basic design is shown in Figure 43c where the entire columbium
liner is placed on the header plate after the stainless steel weld is made. Thus, only one
additional weld, an easily controlled columbium butt weld, is required to complete the bi-
metal header assembly. This approach is practical for header plates, which are not heat
transfer surface', and the high thermal conductivity of metallurgically bonded material is
not required.
Figure 44 showsthe selected optimum design for the tube-to-header joint. The
welding and assemblysteps are shown in sequence. Electron beamwelding is usedsince it
provides precise control of the weld location and dimensions. A mechanical insert is used
to reinforce the columbium tublng. Part or all of the insert may be madeof colun,bium to
avoid contamination of the columbium weld. A significant advantage of this joint design
is that seal v,elds are made at both surfaces of the header plate so that the annular crevice
between the tube and header is sealed, preventing both crevice and stringer corroslon. This
is very important since header plates mo;ycontain stringers as shown in Figure 44, bottom
and corrosion occurs rapidly in the stringer direction. Several designs of the colum-
bium weld were evaluated asshown in Figure 45. Type 1 required appreciably more power
for adequate penetration and Type 3 werped considerably following welding. Type 2 wasse-
lected as the columbium weld referen(:e design. An assemblyview of the reference tube-to-
header joint design is shown in Figur_ 46. Although a two piece header plate is shown, the
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Figure 44. Optimum Tube-To-Header Joint Design _2
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Figure 46. Reference Design Tube-To-Header Joint - Assembly View
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processis applicable to a bonded header plate as shown in Figure 43. F;gure 47 is a section
view of a typical weld. Optimum welding parameterswere readily established for the weld
joint and are shown in Table 11. The welding equipment is fully described in the equipment
section of this report.
In review, an electron beamwelding processproviding crevice sealing at both side._
of the header plate was chosenas the reference processfor the tube-to-header joint and was
usedto fabricate the 10 required specimens for the evaluation phaseof the program.
Fifl._en tee joint assemblieswere machined and welded, (initial stainless steel weld)
and 13 acceptable welds were madegiving a processyield of some85 percent, as shown i
in Table 12. Since the welds in a multi-tube header assembly will n:,; _enerally be _epclrab!e,
Z"
a welding processbordering on a t00 percent yield is requ,.'red. Since two defecfi.-e welds
were due to a learning process, a 100 percent yield could be expected in future welds. One
defect occurred during the optimizat|on of the weld power setting and the other wasdue to _
a mistake in alignment, the weld bead being aligned on the bimetal interface instead of on
the weld joint. Of the 13 successful prelimlnary welds, only 10 were further processedto pro- i i
duce 10 acceptable completed welds, a 100 percent yield. The other sampleswere sectioned
to determine weld penetration and were prepared as"known defects" for radiographic and
ultrasonlc inspection.
The angled weld at the columbium joint was successful, producing a 100 percent i
yield for the second phaseof the welding process. The in-process inspection sequence used
for the tube-to-header joint is shown below° _
1) Electron beamweld - stainless steel at the crevice bottom
2) Visual inspection - bead top and underbeaclpenetration _
3) Dye penetrant inspection of underbead
:_,
4) Helium leak test _I
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TABLE 11
WELDING PARAMETERSFOR TUBE-TO-HEADERJOINT
Stainless Steel Weld Columbium Weld
KV 100 100
MA 3(]) 3
Speed 25 ipm 25 ipm
Deflection 0 0.018" transverse
deflection
(1) Loosefit produced a narrow weld bead.
,[
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TABLE 12
PROCESSSEQUENCEOF REFERENCETLIBE-TO-HEADERJOINT DESIGN
15 Tube-to-Header Joints Prepared
First Weld 5 Tube-to-Header Joints Electron Beam Welded
,_ Stainless Steel Weld
"_(1) Power Setting Too High - Over-penetrated(1) Missed Weld Seam
(botk unreparabie)
13 Acceptable
13 Completed
(3) Specimens sectioned or used as
i nspect i on standards
Final Weld 10 Tube-to-Header Joints Electron Beam Welded ,
Columbium Weld
10 Acceptable - '
10 Completed
Process Yield 13/15 = 87 Percent
/
' ( i
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5) Electron beamweld columbium cover plate to tube
6) Visual inspection
7) Dye penetrant inspection
8) Ultrasonic inspection
After fabrication was completed, the evaluation program outlined in Figure 2
was followed.
Sectioning Data - Weld Penetration Control
Five tube-to-header specimenswere sect;oned into 4 quadrants each and the re-
suits are presented in Table 13. A typ|cal quadrant section is also presented to show the
measurementtechniques used. Essentially 100 percent penetration was achieved with both
the columbium and the stainless steel weld and the significant problem was the weld
clearance, noted as C in Table 13. Some clearance must be maintalned between the
annular stainless steel weld and the columbium liner to prevent alloying. As shown
in Figure 48, the statistical distribution of the measured clearance indicates poor
control and the standard deviation indicates that alloying could be expected in about half
I of the welds mc.,cle. If the tubes with a loose fit (approximately 1-2 mils diametrai clearance
between the bimetal tube OD anti I'he stainless steel header plate) are segregated, an ac-
ceptable guarantee of weld clearance is apparent. The slight gap of the loose fit apparently
confines the beam enerclyand prevents excessive weld widths.
Special InspectionTechniques
Ultrasonic Inspection of Columbium Weld. The columbium weld is difficult to
inspect for complete penetration. The sm_ll weld size and shielding effects of adjacent
parts make radiographic inspection :lifficult. The assemblyseam lies perpendicular to the most
usable radiographic direction. To alleviate this difficulty a shearwave ultrasonic inspection
technique wasdevised. Figure 49 showsthe shearwave beam layout and signals obtained
from a calibrated defect. The defect was made by micro-drilling small holes in the interior
surface of a weld to simulate lack of penetration. By adjusting the beamangle, an orien-
tation wasobtained at 34 degreeswhich producedsignals proportional to the defect size.
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TABLE 13
TUBE-TO-HEADERJOINT WELD PENETRATION SUMMARY
CbWeld 316 S.S. Weld
Tube Section %Penetrat|on %Penetration Clearance
5 A 87 100 0.0
B 94 100 3.6
C 81 100 0.0
D 94 100 5.0
9 A 100 100 15.7
B 100 100 14.3
C 100 100 19.3
D 100 100 17.9
11 A 100 100 14.3
B 100 100 21.4
C 100 100 17.1
D 100 100 21.4
12 A 100 100 4.3
B 94 100 10.7
C 100 100 0.0
D 100 100 12,9
14 J A 100 100 17.9
t B 100 100 10.7C 100 100 7.1D 100 100 17.1
I
A
Cb -- 316 S.S.
A -- COLUMBIUM WELD PENETRATION
B =STAINLESS STEELWELD PENETRATION
C = WELD CLEARANCE
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Figure 48. Statistical Distribution of Tube-To-Header Weld Penetration Data
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Figure 49. UltrasonicInsp,:ctlonTechnique for Tube-to"H eader Weld
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The inspection technique was put into practice by inspecting all 10 of the fabri- l.
cated weld specimens. Defect indications were obtained on all of the specimens, the Io- '_
cations were noted, and 5 of the specimenswere subsequently sectioned. No correlation
was obtained between the defect indications and weld quality because all of the welds were
fully penetrated. The lack of a positive defect probably led to the interpretation of surface
flaws asdefects and the technique remains to be fully evaluated.
ThermalCycling and Mechanical PropertyTesting
Two specimensof the tube-to-header jolnt were thermal cycled 20 times from
¢
1350°F to 600%, similar to results shown in Figure 3 except that the greater massof
the tube-to-.header joint ;_.qulred a Iongercoollng time. The first speclmen tested required
48 secondsto cool from 1350°F to 600°F at the bimetal interface.
The secondspecimen was machined to remove about one half the weight of the
_T
stainlesssteel header plate and _ cooi_ngcycle of 36 secondswasachieved. High purity
helium gas was usedto cool the induction heated specimen and the process is described in
detail in the equipment section. JL
Crush Test. As is shown in Figure 4, a tensile test wasdevised for the tube-to-
header joint since this type of loading wasexpected in use. The results are shown in Fig- _i
ure 50. Both the thermally cycled and non-thermally cycled speclmen supporteda con-
siderable load before fracturing, showing no significant difference in fracture behavior. _!
The maximum load was equivalent to a homogeneouswall stressof o_er 60, 000 psi. In
both specimens, the columbium liner failed before the stainlesssteel,slmilar to the butt
weld tensile specimens. Both the stainlesssteel and columbium fractures appear ductile
with considerable local reduction in area.
Summary
An adequate tube-to-header joint was developed that promisessuperiorcorrosion
resistanceand mechanicalstrength.
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BOTTOM VIEW _::..?_ .: ,..,J
AS-WELDED THERMALCYCLED
MAXIMUM TENSILELOAD MAXIMUM TENSILELOAD
4830 LB 4470 LB
61,400 PSIUNIT WALL STRESS 56, 900 PSIDNIT WALL STRESS j
I0. 05"/MI N HEAD SPEED
i
6116_4-21B _)t
Figure 50. Destructive Test of Tube-To-Header _Jetd
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F. WELD PREPARATION
During machining operations for the removal of the stainless,steel clad on all joint
designs, complete internal support was required to prevent collapse ,_rdis_.ortionof the
columbium liner from the tooling pressure. Generally, a castable alloy such as "Cerrolow--
136" wasused assupport although expandable mandrr.Jscould be used. The geometry of most
of the sections required lathe turning to remove the stainless steel. A change in color
and machine finish wasobservable as the machining operation passedfrom the stainless
steel to the columbium.
To completely remove the stainless steel from the columbium liner section, a
comhination of careful handwork and pickling was used. The last traces of stainless steel
a,e difficult to remove becauseof"slight smearing from the machining operation and because
of an uneven bimetal interface, it is, of course, necessaryto remove all traces of stainless
steel to prevent alloying of the columbium,and iron, chromium, and nickel of the stainless
steel. To remove and identify traces of stainlesssteel, a dual pickling operation was used.
The initial pickling solution, 30 percent HNO3, 30 percent HF, and water, is a strong
general etch which removes both stainless steel and columbiurn. The final etch, aqua
regia (8 percent HNO 3, 42 percent HCI, and water)was usedto selectively attack the
stainle._ssteel. The etch also effectively identifies residual areasof stainless steel by
producing a dull matte finish on the steel. Hand filing using a 10X microscope, followed
by repickling, wasusedto clean.up the identified areas.
The pickling solutions strongly attack the bimetal interface and a protective seal
_vasusedto prevent corrosion and acid entrapment at the bimetal interface. Duco Cement _
w_ applied with a hypodermic syringe and,after the p;ckling operaHon,wasdissolved in
acetone. _'t_
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SECTIIOII_ IIIIII
EQUIIIP/_EINi'II" ,_INID GEIMEIR.&IL EXlPEI_II/I_EINI'II",_II IPI_OCED _I_E
A. ELECTRONBEAMWELDER
The electron beam welds on the tube-to-header and tee joints were madewith c
high voltage, vacuum chamber electron beamwelder. The unit shown in Figure 51 is a
Hamilton StandardWO-2, capable of o_ration at 150 KV and up to 3 KW power. The
minimum electron beamspot size is 0.010 inch. The 6 inch oil-difFusion pumpe, unit may
be operated as low as 10-6 torr and a chamberextension has been obtained to a,:commodatr;
parts and tooling up to 10 feet in length. Automatic X, Y, and rotary motion "s available.
The precision welds in the annular crevice of the tube-to-header joints required the small
beamsize and beam coaxial optical systemof this unit.
B. GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING CHAMBERAND EQUIPMENT
Arc welding was accomplished in a 50 cubic foot, vacuum purged, inert atmosphere
welding chamber. An inter._orview of the chamber is shown in Figure 52 with the manual
torch installed for manual filler wire welding of the tee joint. Ultra-high purity helium
was u_edfor backfilling,providing a total active imp,Jrity level of abr:..,t1 ppm. During
weJdhlg of the contamination sensitive columbium, both oxygen and moisture were con-
tinuously monitored. The development and evaluation of the atmospheremeasurementand
contro._;*,.:hniquesh_:,,lebeen reported in detail by Stoner and Le_smann.4 The welding
cham_ ,, can accommodatea variety of automatic and manual welding torches and power
supplies and for this program a Vickers 300 Ampered-c unit wasinstalled. This is an
analog computer controlled unit, type 51E93-2, which permits complete weld programming
including "hot starts" up or down starting slopes,and tail slopes. Synchronoustimers provide
accurate sequencecontrol. Bothautomatic and manual cor_trol modesare possible with
this unit.
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Figure 51. Electron BeamWelding Equipment
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C. PLASMAARC WELDING APPARATUS
The plusma arc welding equipment is shown in Figure 53 and consistsof a Westing- |
!housedesigned and fabricated controJ console and a modified Thermal Arc U-S1 torch. Dual
arc modesare provided with 20 KVA available for both the plasma and transferred arc. A |
!gascontrolled powder feed apparatus is used for filler metal additions. Argon gaswas used
for both the powder feed and plasma _rc gas. Fo_the low metal deposition rates and power ||inputs required for bime_c,!ruining cktdding, a small si,_ed, 3/16 inch diameter nozzle was
designed, but considerable diffi,:,ult), was experienced with nozzle erosion and a_.cstability. |I
The majority of the work wasdone with _ 1/4 inch _.ozzle and electrode, and the welding
part,metersc_e listed in 1-¢_ble14, t
I
D. THERM_,LCYCLING _PPARA_tL,IS
1
The basic test for weld i,_[nt d,_rab_tity was.arap]d cooling thermal cycling test o!,
between 1350°Fc_nd600°F, Heat;rig was to be uccomplished in 5 minutes and cooling in
30 secondswith a hold time at "1350°Fof i0 minutes. Since refractory metals react wi_h ._,
oxygen and nitrogen at temperaturesover 600OF, he!ium gas cooling and vacuum induction
heating were usedto avoid co_taminat_ondur,Mgthe required 20 thermal cyc!es. F_gure54 ,j
is a schematic of the thermal cycling appara_us_ Becauseof the substantial massof the weld
specimens, a high flow o._ heiium gas wasrequired fo cooi the specimenswithin 30 secondsand _[.
approxin'ately 10ft 3 of ultra high purity hel..'urn :vasusedper cycle. The systemwas evacu-
'IE
ated to 10-7 tot: prior to the tl,erm_fl cycle• runs and to 10_6 torr during the heating cycle. _I_
Temperaturewas determined using Pt/Pt 13RhthermocoupJeslocated at the bimetal inter-
face. A typical temperature h'c_cefo_ the butt weld specimen is shown in Figure 3. ,i[
The systemleak tightness was tested by sr_mpl]ngthe helium exit gas using a
_IP
Lockwoodand McLorie oxygen gage and _ C.E.C_ Moisture Monitor. Typical readings j
following a thermal cycle run are shown in Figure 55. The gradually decreasing readings
are due to the flushing of residual oxygen and moisture from the sampling lines and the _
analytical instruments. Thusthe actual moisture and oxygen values are somewhat lower
T
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,I TABLE 14 _
i PLASMAARC WELDING EQUIPMENT AND PARAMET'ERS :
I |),
I Equipment
j Power Supply
j PlasmaArc '- WestinghouseWSR20 KVA
C
I Power Supply li !J Transferred Arc -Westinghouse DCR20 KVA -
Nozzle- 1/4" Westinghousedesigned [!,i_I
<-
Torch - Thermal Dynamics U-5T _:'
Parameters
PlasmaArc - 50 ampsDCSP
Transferred Arc - 35 ampsAC _,_
Speed - 14 ipm x_;
PlasmaGas - 10-30 scfmArgon ',_"
Power Gas - 5 scfm Argon _?_
Powder - Glidden 100 - 200 mesh316 S.S.
u:..
l li'
[1:
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Figure 54. Schematic of Thermal Cycling Apparatu:_ _
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than indTcatedand are quite acceptable. Also shownon Figure 55 are oxygen chemlca]
analyses from both as-received and thermal cycled specimens. The results ir,dicate a small
t
oxygen pickup during the test. A photograph of thermal cycling apparatus is shown in
Figure 56. Included in the view are the helium gassupply, monitoring gages, and thermal
cycling traces;
E. PRESSURETESTAPPARATUS
One of the proof tests for the butt weld joint wasan internal pressuretest at the
designoperating temperatureof 1350°F. Twospecimenswere te_ted; one at a low stress
level of approximatelytwice the expectedoperating pressure(2 x 275 psi = 550 psi), and
another at a higher stresslevel calculated to producerupturewithin 500 hours. Although
remotestrain transducers,u providecontinuousstralrhmeasurementswere not included,
i_te_'upted strain measurementswere obtainedfroma preliminaryspecimenand the two
regular specimens. High temperature, internal pressuretestingequipmentwas designed
similar to that usedby F. Yagee c_tthe Argonne National Laboratory.
High purity helium gas was usedas the internal pressurizingmediumand a vacuum
of 10-6 torr wasmaintained on the heated tube exterior. Commercial gas bottles providing
a maximumpressureof 2400 psi were adequate for the creep rupture tests required. An ex-
ternal ballast tank, a spare gas bottle, was usedto minimize pressurechanges as the speci-
men increased in diameter. The systempressuredid vary as a function of room termperature,
+
approximately + 1% of the total pressureor _ 5 psi during the 550 psi, 1000 hour creep test.
A recording "Heise" pressuregage was usedwhich could be read to within + 2 psi. The
specimentemperature was also continuously recorded during the 1000 hour test and the
single zone furnace wascontrolled by a proportional SCRpowersupply to withh++ 5°F. A
hot cathode ion gage was operated continuously and activated a "shut down" circuit through
an adjustabJepressurelimit set at _ x 10-5 torr. In caseof tube rupture or systemfailure at
any time during the 1000 hoOrtest, the entire vacuum and furnace systemis safely shut down
wlthout damage to the specimenor the system. A high pressuregas valve shown in Figure 57
\ l
J
i
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Figure5_' ThermalCycling Apparatus
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Figure 57. Schematic of Pressure Test Apparatus
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was included in the safety circuit and rupture of the specimen would close this valve, thus
preventing the large volume of gas in the ballast systemfrom entering the furnace chamber.
The ratio of: furnace volume to specimen volume was 2000 to 1, producing a maximum re-
suhant furnace pressureof i psia. The entire safety systemwas Gheckedby purposely rupturing
a tulle. A spring loaded blow out port was also provided to release at 5 psi over atmospheric
pressure in case all of the primary safety devices failed. The systemoperated quite satis-
factorily during both the 1000 hour, low stress level test and during the 17Z hour high stress
level test which ended in a tube rupture and an automatic shutdown. A section of the colum-
bium inner cladding wasremoved from the 1000 h,_urtest specimen ar:d analyzed for oxygen
content. The results, shown on the bottom of Fi£ 55, indicate a slight oxygen increase of
60 ppm, but no more than would be expected from a 1000 hour vacuum exposure at 1350°F.
A photograph of the pressuretest system is shown in Figure 58.
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Practlcal fabH- .ion techniquesare available Forthe iqcorporation of bimetal
1
tubing into complex engineering systems. _e joining technique: developed are compatible
with the severe environment (high temperature alkali ;netals and mercury) and are contempo-
rary, state-of-the-art, joining processes. Fieid welchingcapability is maintained to permit
the final assemblyof large apparatususing pore'able,cJ_mp-on gas tungsten arc welders and
as_ociated gas shielding _lbparatus.
A. TUBEBUTTWELDS
Essen;;_lly two _uccessfulprocesseswere developed for the tube butt weld; an
electron beam lap weld processand a gas tungsten arc processhaving field welding
capability. Ten specimenswere made using the tungsten arc processwhich demon-
strated adequate strength and leak tlgh'ness. Hardnessand electron microprobe studies in-
dicate the stainlesssteel weld may be ccss_d!rectly onto the refractory metal liner without
: appreciable alloyingand parent metal corrosion resistance could be expected at both sur-
facesof the weld joint° Creep rupture tests indicate the slightly reinforced weld area to be
stronger than the unwelded tubing.
B. TEEJOINTS
lwo basic fabrlcati_n procedureswere developed for the tee joint, both involving
the removal of an area of staini=_.:_t_.elc!-._ding, welding the exposedcolumbium, and re-
placing the srainlesssteel cladding. An electron beamwelding process,incorporatinga cam
L
guided electron bear_,produceda ligh_weight and small_ized tee joint. A larger two piece
tee joint wa_developedthat was applicable to a wider rangeof designs,and for this reason
it waschosenas the reference designand extensively evaluated. Either tee joint process
could be applied to "cross"and other varkstions of the tee joint.
L
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C. TUCE-TO-HEADERJOINT _
A completely sealed, all welded joint was developed for heat exchangersand
boilers that permits the necessarywelding to be done frcm the accessible slde of a header <
plate. Precision electron beamwelding is employed to its greatest advantage, providing _T
seal welds at both surfacesof a header plate. The resuitant joint is immune to crevice and _'_
stringer corrosion and simplifies bimetal tube-to-header designs. _
"i
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